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Formation and control of electron molecules in artificial atoms: Impurity
and magnetic-field effects
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Interelectron interactions and correlations in quantum dots can lead to spontaneous symmetry breaking of
the self-consistent mean field, resulting in the formation of Wigner molecules. With the use of spin-and-space
unrestricted Hartree-Fock~sS-UHF! calculations, such symmetry breaking is discussed for field-free condi-
tions, as well as under the influence of an external magnetic field. Using as paradigms impurity-doped~as well
as the limiting case of clean! two-electron quantum dots~which are analogs to heliumlike atoms!, it is shown
that the interplay between the interelectron repulsion and the electronic zero-point kinetic energy leads, for a
broad range of impurity parameters, to the formation of a singlet ground-state electron molecule, reminiscent
of the molecular picture of doubly excited helium. A comparative analysis of the conditional probability
distributions for the sS-UHF and exact solutions for the ground state of two interacting electrons in a clean
parabolic quantum dot reveals that both of them describe the formation of an electron molecule with similar
characteristics. The self-consistent field associated with the triplet excited state of the two-electron quantum dot
~clean as well as impurity doped! exhibits a symmetry breaking of Jahn-Teller type, similar to that underlying
formation of nonspherical open-shell nuclei and metal clusters. Furthermore, impurity and/or magnetic-field
effects can be used to achieve controlled manipulation of the formation and pinning of the discrete orientations
of the Wigner molecules. Impurity effects are futher illustrated for the case of a quantum dot with more than
two electrons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional~2D! quantum dots~QD’s!, created at
semiconductor interfaces with refined control of their si
shape, and number of electrons, are often referred1–3 to as
‘‘artificial atoms.’’ This analogy suggests that the physics
electrons in such manmade nanostructures is closely re
to that underlying the traditional description4 of natural at-
oms~pertaining particularly to electronic shells and the Au
bau principle!, where the electrons are taken5 to be moving
in a spherically averaged effective central mean field~CMF!.
However, using as paradigms impurity-doped~as well as the
limiting case of clean! two-electron QD (2e QD! analogs to
He-like atoms, we show that the interplay between the in
electron repulsion~Q! and the electronic zero-point kineti
energy~K! may lead, for a broad range of impurity param
eters, to spontaneous symmetry breaking~SB! of the self-
consistent mean field, resulting, at zero magnetic fieldB
50), in the formation of a singlet ground-state electron m
ecule. Such SB is beyond the CMF picture and, while n
ligible in the ground state of the He atom~whose study was
central to the development of the quantum theory of ma
due to the failure of the Bohr-type models6!, it is similar in
nature to the SB found6 in the 1970s in doubly excited He
where the formation of ane-He21-e ‘‘triatomic’’ molecule
was invoked. Furthermore, we show that symmetry break
at B50 of the self-consistent field associated with the trip
excited state of the 2e QD originates from a Jahn-Telle
distortion of the CMF, similar to that underlying formatio
of nonspherical open-shell nuclei7,8 and metal clusters.9,10

Along with a unification of concepts pertaining to spo
taneous SB in a variety of finite fermionic systems~from
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~23!/15895~10!/$15.00
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nuclei, metal clusters, and natural atoms, to 2D QD’s!, we
demonstrate the ability to control the orientation and to m
nipulate~i.e., to enhance, but also to counteract and even
void! the formation of the electron molecules in 2e QD’s via
impurity and/or magnetic-field effects. The ability to contr
the orientation of the electron molecule may in princip
open new possibilities for designing ‘‘on-off’’~i.e., switch-
ing between two discrete states! devices, which eventually
may be employed in applications of QD’s as nanoscale lo
gates11 ~the effect of impurities on the structure of multiele
tron molecules in QD’s with more than two electrons is fu
ther illustrated in Appendix A!.

That electrons in extended media may undergo crysta
zation at low densities, whenQ dominates overK, was
predicted12 by Wigner in 1934. Such Wigner crystallizatio
in clean QD’s results in the formation of electro
molecules13–16 @also referred to as Wigner molecule
~WM’s!#, which are associated with spontaneous SB, wh
the symmetry of the ground state, calculated at the me
field ~self-consistent-potential! level, is found to be lower
than that of the exact Hamiltonian describing t
system.17–19 In clean QD’s, formation20 of WM’s is
controlled16,21 by the parameterRW5Q/K. For a parabolic
confinement~with frequencyv0) at B50, it is customary to
takeQ5e2/k l 0 andK[\v0, wherek is the dielectric con-
stant, andl 05(\/m* v0)1/2 is the spatial extent of the lowes
state’s wave function of an electron with an effective ma
m* ; WM’s occur16 for RW.1, corresponding to much
higher electron densities15,16 than those predicted for WC in
an infinite 2D medium.22

The many-body Hamiltonian for a QD withNe electrons
can be expressed as a sum of a single-particle part and
15 895 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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two-particle interelectron Coulomb repulsion:

H5(
i 51

Ne

H~ i !1(
i 51

Ne

(
j . i

Ne e2

kr i j
. ~1!

The contributions to the single-particle part are written a

H~ i !5H0~ i !1HB~ i !1VI~ i !, ~2!

and they contain a term describing the motion of an elect
in a 2D parabolic confinement, i.e.,H0( i )5pi

2/2m*
1m* v0

2(xi
21yi

2)/2, wherev0 is the frequency of the 2D
isotropic harmonic confining potential. Magnetic-field e
fects are included in HB( i )5@(pi2eA i /c)22pi

2#/2m*
1g* mBB•Si /\, where the vector potential,A i5B
(2yi /2,xi /2,0) is taken in the symmetric gauge, and the l
term is the Zeeman interaction with an effective factorg* ,Si
is the electron spin, andmB the Bohr magneton. To includ
the effect of~Coulombic! impurities, we added toH( i ) the
term VI( i )5(e/k)( lQl /ur i2Rl u ( i 51, . . . ,Ne), whereQl
is the charge of thel th impurity located atRl5(xl ,yl ,dl);
such impurities, which in general may be situated out of
2D plane of the QD~that isdlÞ0), may correspond to im
planted atoms~donors or acceptors! or represent a fabricated
controllable voltage gate.

A clean QD~that is withQl50 in the above Hamiltonian!
may be regarded as a realization of the Thomson atom, a
jellium models of metal clusters,10 where the positive charg
is uniformly distributed; in the 2e Thomson QD~TQD!, the
confinement to the 2D plane is modeled by a parabolic
tential. On the other hand, a QD analog of the Rutherf
model of the atom~RQD!, where the positive charges a
grouped in a single nucleus, can be achieved through
introduction of a central attractive impurity~in addition to
the harmonic confinement!.

The presence of many free parameters in Eqs.~1! and~2!
results in a plethora of possible case studies generate
varying the material-dependent parameters (k andm* ), the
harmonic confinementv0 and the magnetic fieldB, as well
as the number of impuritiesl, their chargesQl , and positions
Rl . In this paper, we have chosen to discuss the follow
three representative classes of cases at a specific valu
RW52.39, which is sufficiently high so that the electro
form16 a WM in the case of a clean QD, thus allowing f
systematic investigations of the effects of impurities on
formation, orientational pinning, and structural distortions
the electron molecules~for the other parameter values us
throughout this paper, see Ref. 23!. The three representativ
classes, which we discuss, are~i! a 2e TQD at B50 in the
presence of two off-centered impurities situated on b
sides of the dot~Sec. II!; ~ii ! a 2e RQD ~with a single at-
tractive central impurity! in the presence of an applied ma
netic field ~for both the cases of a weak and a strong fie
Sec. III!; and ~iii ! a QD with eight electrons atB50 and a
single impurity with varying strength, polarity, and locatio
~Appendix A!.

For the case of a clean 2e QD, with the Hamiltonian
given by Eqs.~1! and ~2! with Ne52 andVI50, the exact
solution can be found quite easily,24–28 owing to the separa
bility of the Schrödinger equation in the center-of-mass a
relative coordinates; in the presence of impurities, separa
n
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ity is lost, and finding an exact solution29 becomes signifi-
cantly more complicated~even for two electrons in the pres
ence of a central impurity!. Therefore, and also in order t
expound the physical principles underlying spontane
symmetry breaking in QD’s, we will mostly use in the fo
lowing ~Secs. II and III and Appendix A! the self-consistent
spin-and-space unrestricted Hartree-Fock~sS-UHF!
method30 which, unlike the restricted HF~RHF! method,31,32

allows for the formation of broken-symmetry states~of lower
energy than those obtained via the RHF method!. This sS-
UHF method, which we introduced for studies of QD’s
Ref. 16, employsNe ~whereNe is the number of electrons!
orbital-dependent, effective~mean-field! potentials, and it
differs from the usual33 RHF method in two ways:~i! it
relaxes the double-occupancy requirement, namely, it
ploys different spatial orbitals for the two different~i.e., the
up and down! spin directions@thus the designation ‘‘spin~s!
unresricted’’#; and ~ii ! it relaxes the requirement that th
electron orbitals be constrained by the symmetry of the
ternal confining field@thus the designation ‘‘space~S! unre-
stricted’’#.

Subsequent to our discussion of symmetry breaking
formation of electron molecules in the framework of the s
UHF method, we elaborate in Sec. IV on the connect
between the symmetry-broken sS-UHF solution and the
act one in the case of a clean 2e QD with B50. In particu-
lar, analysis of the exact solution using the condition
probability-distribution technique34 reveals the formation of
an electron molecule, in agreement with the sS-UHF res

II. THOMSON QUANTUM DOT WITH OUTSIDE
IMPURITIES

To introduce some of the principal physical and metho
ological issues pertaining to symmetry breaking and form
tion of Wigner molecules in finite fermion systems, we fir
discuss the 2e TQD at B50 @we remind the reader that
sufficiently high value ofRW(52.39) was chosen, such tha
the QD is in the regime where the two electrons form a W
for the other parameters used throughout this paper, see
23#. The single-particle wave functions~modulus square!
and total electron densities displayed in Fig.1 are taken fr
calculations for the 2e TQD in the presence of two attractiv
impurities (Q15Q2521e, represented in the figure b
filled dots on the two sides of the QD! located symmetrically
about the center of the QD at (x,y,z)5 (660,0,10) nm, with
the strength and location of the impurities purposefully ch
sen such that they will not affect the nature of the electro
ground states~for the same QD but without the impurities!,
except for orientational pinning in the case of symmet
broken states~see below!.

First constraining the solution to maintain the symme
of the Hamiltonian, in conjunction with double occupancy
the HF orbitals by electrons of opposite spins@that is through
the use of the RHF method with input trial electron densit
satisfying the symmetry of the external potentials31#, the re-
sulting symmetry-adapted~SA! self-consistent singlet (S)
orbitals and corresponding total-density distributions exhi
as expected, an almost circular symmetry with minimal
liptical distortions ~due to the impurities! @see Fig. 1~a!#;
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PRB 61 15 897FORMATION AND CONTROL OF ELECTRON MOLECULES . . .
without the impurities, the SA singlet is perfectly circular
symmetric.

However, increasing the variational freedom through
moval of the spatial symmetry and double-occupancy c
straints via the use of the sS-UHF method results in
symmetry-broken singlet ground state of lower energy, t
is, to the formation of a WM characterized by localized o
bitals with the ‘‘bond length’’~distance between the maxim
in the total electronic distribution! equal to 29 nm@see Fig.
1~b!#; the energy of this state is lower by 1.62 meV than th
of the SA solution@Fig. 1~a!#. This lowering of the ground-
state energy reflects a gain in the correlation energy~for the
definition of correlation energy, see Sec. IV below!. Note

FIG. 1. Total electron densities~left frame in each panel! and
contours of modulus square of the individual orbitals~right frames!
for the clean~Thomson! 2e TQD at B50, in the presence of two
attractive (Q15Q2521e) impurities whose projected positions o
the QD plane (xy) are denoted by filled circles.~a! The symmetry-
adapted~RHF! singlet (S). The energy of the SA singlet ishigher
by 1.34 meV than that of the corresponding triplet, manifestin
shortcoming of the RHF method.~b! The sS-UHF Wigner-molecule
singlet, orientationally pinned along the interimpurity axis and e
hibiting localized orbitals, one to the left and the other to the rig
of the QD middle; note the lack of reflection symmetry of the in
vidual orbitals about the mirror (yz) plane normal to the inter-
impurity axis and passing through the QD’s center. When the W
singlet is rotated byp/2, the energy of the system rises by 0.
meV. ~c! The triplet (T ) state with an elliptically deformeds-like
orbital and apx-like orbital, orientationally pinned by the impuri
ties. The energy of the symmetry-broken singlet in~b! is lower by
0.28 meV than that of the triplet in~c!, compared to 0.43 meV fo
the TQD without pinning impurities. Distances are in nm and
electron densities in 1024 nm22. The parameters characterizin
the QD shown here are those given in Ref. 23.
-
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a
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-

t

that the 2e WM is orientationally pinned along the interim
purity axis. Similar formation of a WM also occurs for a 2e
TQD without the pinning impurities~with an energy gain of
1.32 meV compared to the corresponding SA solutio!.
However, in the absence of pinning, the formation of t
WM is accompanied by orientational degeneracy35 ~that is
there is an infinite manifold of rotationally degenerate s
UHF ground states!.

The formation of a fermionic molecule, associated w
electron localization, in the ground state of a QD und
magnetic-field-free conditions does not have an ana
within the framework of the traditional models of atom
structure.4 However, the physics underlying this phenom
enon, which is a manifestation of SB resulting from stro
electronic correlations~also see Sec. IV below!, closely re-
sembles that found in doubly excited two-electron atom
Indeed, spectroscopical studies on doubly excited helium
oms revealed rovibrational bands which were interpret
borrowing from models developed in the context of nucle
and molecular physics, by invoking the formation of a ‘‘tr
atomic’’ molecule comprised of the two localized electro
and the He21 nucleus (a particle!, with the collinear con-
figuration being of particular significance.6

The first electronically excited state of the 2e TQD is the
triplet T state~with the spins of the two electrons parallel
each other!, whose total electron density distribution@Fig.
1~c!, left# resembles that of the ground-state singlet@Fig.
1~b!, left#. However, the individual electronic wave function
in the T state differ in character from those of theS state
@compare right panels in Figs. 1~c! and 1~b!#, with the lower-
energy one beings like ~but elliptically distorted!, and the
other being ap-like orbital oriented by the impurities alon
the x axis. Note that theT state has the symmetry of th
Hamiltonian, including the two pinning impurities~that is,
here the sS-UHF solution coincides with the symmet
adapted one!. The same orbital characters are also obtain
in the absence of pinning impurities, but without a preferr
orientation. In this case, however, the character of theT state
is a result of spontaneous SB, with an energy gain of 0
meV compared to the corresponding SA~circular! solution.
Underlying the type of spontaneous SB in the~open-shell! T
state of the 2e TQD is the Jahn-Teller~JT! effect,36 where a
lowering of the total energy is achieved via mixing of th
twofold degeneratem511 (p1) andm521(p2) angular
momentum states, concomitant with a deformation of
self-consistent potential away from circular symmetry.37 To
distinguish such electron molecules from the WM discus
above for the closed-shell singlet state~whose formation is
driven by the dominance of the electron-electron repulsio!,
we refer to them as JT electron molecules~JTEM’s!. Such
spontaneous SB via JT distortions is familiar from studies
the rotational spectra of open-shell nuclei7,8 and from inves-
tigations of shape deformations of open-shell me
clusters.9,10

Similar calculations for the 2e TQD, but with repulsive
pinning impurities~that isQ15Q2511e) yield, for the sin-
glet ground state, qualitatively similar results~with different
values for the energies!, but with the important distinction
that now the pinned orientation of the WM is rotated byp/2
compared to theQ15Q2521e case~i.e., the ‘‘intramolecu-
lar’’ axis of the WM is oriented normal to the interimpurit
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15 898 PRB 61CONSTANTINE YANNOULEAS AND UZI LANDMAN
axis!. Consequently, through a variation of the sign~polarity!
of the impurity gate voltages, one may ‘‘flip’’ the orientatio
of the WM, and with it the direction of the polarization of th
electronic charge distribution in the QD. In this way, t
formation of WM’s in QD’s, and the ability to control thei
discrete orientations via pinning voltage gates, may serv
a method for the creation of on-off information storage ce
and nanoscale logic gates.11

III. RUTHERFORD QUANTUM DOT

Next we examine the properties of a 2e Rutherford QD
~RQD!, that is, a 2e QD with a central attractive impurity
The sS-UHF singlet and triplet electronic orbitals cor
sponding to a 2e RQD for B50 with a single impurity (Q
522e) located at~0,0,10! nm are shown in Figs. 2~b! and
2~c! respectively. They exhibit WM symmetry breaking an
JT-distortion features similar to those found for the 2e TQD
@compare Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#, but with a reduced WM bond
length and a more compact triplet. The ‘‘strength’’ of the S
depends, of course, on the impurity chargeQ and/or its dis-
tanced from the QD plane. For example, forQ521e and
d50 ~and for an arbitary position of the impurity inside th
QD!, no symmetry breaking was found by us due to t
strong trapping by the impurity of the two electrons whi
occupy circularly symmetric orbitals, resembling the beh
ior of the ground state of the natural He atom.38 We also
remark that for the case described in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! both
electrons are slightly trapped by the impurity potential
theS state, while for theT state thes-like electron is strongly
trapped and thep-like electron occupies a much less bou
orbital. Note that here, as with the case of a clean QD,
singlet WM and the JT-distorted triplet are free to rotate
the plane of the QD, since there are no off-centered pinn
impurities.

The large physical size of QD’s makes them ideally sui
for investigations of magnetic-field effects and controll
manipulations. To illustrate such effects, in Fig. 2~a! we dis-
play the magnetic-field-induced variation of the total en
gies of theS andT states in the 2e RQD ~qualitatively simi-
lar behavior is found also for the 2e TQD!. As seen, the
energy of the singlet state increases and that of the tri
state decreases with increasingB; for fields B,B1 ~0.2 T!,
the variation of the energy of theT ~the slope of the curve! is
smaller than that forB.B1 @see the inset in Fig. 2~a!#. Fur-
thermore, at a critical valueBc52.8 T @marked by a down
arrow in Fig. 2~a!#, the energies of the two states cross, a
from then on the triplet lies below the singlet. For the sing
the broken-symmetry WM state@Fig. 2~b!# is maintained un-
der the influence of the applied magnetic field in the ran
considered in Fig. 2~a!, with the increase in the magnetic
field strength leading to further shrinkage of the bond len
of the WM accompanied by an overall increase of the ene
of the S state39 @see Fig. 2~a!#.

The influence of the magnetic field on the triplet state
more subtle. As aforementioned, atB50 the symmetry of
the T state is broken by the JT effect, involving a mixing
them561 degenerate angular momentum orbitals~see Ref.
37!. On the other hand, the magnetic field lifts the deg
eracy of thesep1 andp2 states~without mixing them!, and
this effect competes with the JT distortion. For small enou
as
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fields @B,B1; see the inset in Fig. 2~a!# the JT effect pre-
vails, and thus the orbitals and electron densities rem
similar to those shown in Fig. 2~c!, and they maintain an
orientational degeneracy in the plane. At stronger fieldsB
.B1), the lifting of the energetic degeneracy of thep1 and
p2 states overcomes the JT effect, and the second elec

FIG. 2. ~a!–~d! Energetics and individual orbitals~modulus
square! from sS-UHF calculations for the 2e ~Rutherford! RQD,
with a central impurityQ522e at ~0,0,10! nm. Energies~in meV!
of theS andT states vsB ~in T!, crossing atBc52.8 T ~marked by
an arrow!, are shown in~a!. An expanded view of the energy of th
T state for small fields, exhibiting a transition from the spontane
JT regime to a circular symmetric state atB.B1(B150.2 T), is
shown in the inset; also included is the energy of the SA solut
~dashed curve!. At B50, contours of the orbitals of the two elec
trons for the WM singlet are shown~superimposed on each othe!
in ~b!, with one of the orbitals depicted by a solid line and the oth
by a dashed line. The orbitals for the spontaneously JT-disto
triplet at B50 are shown in the two panels of~c!. For the singlet,
the energy gain due to SB~that is lowering of the total energy with
respect to the symmetry-adapted RHF state! is 0.39 meV and the
energy gain due to the JT distortion of the triplet is 0.07 meV;
energy difference between theT and S states is 2.01 meV. The
transition to a circular symmetric triplet is illustrated forB
50.6 T in ~d!. ~e! Individual orbitals for the symmetry-broken
ground-state triplet of the clean~Thomson! 2e TQD at B510 T.
Under the same conditions, the ground state triplet in the 2e RQD
remains circularly symmetric. Distances in nm and orbital densi
in 1024 nm22. Note the different length scales of the (x,y) axes in
~b!–~e! compared to those in Fig. 1. The parameters characteri
the QD’s shown here are those given in Ref. 23.
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populates the lower of these two orbitals. As a result, circu
symmetry is recovered, as illustrated in Fig. 2~d!.

The overall decrease withB of the energy of theT state
relative to theS state is due to enhanced stabilization by t
~parallel-spin! exchange energy in the former, reduced Co
lomb repulsion between the electrons occupyings- and
p-like orbitals, and a quenching of the kinetic energy of t
p-like orbital by the magnetic field.39 This effect increases
with B, and atB>Bc the T state becomes the ground sta
@see Fig. 2~a!#. Note that this transition is driven primarily b
the interelectron repulsion, and not by the interaction of
electrons’ moments with the magnetic field~see Ref. 2, and
references therein!; for our system, the Zeeman splitting e
ergy is 0.026 meV/T. At even larger fields, the Coulom
repulsion between the electrons increases~due to the shrink-
ing of the orbitals!, resulting in an ascending trend of th
energy of theT state, which remains, however, lower tha
the singlet state. A similar scenario is found also for t
TQD ~without pinning impurities!.

In light of previous findings13,14 pertaining to the forma-
tion of fully spin-polarized symmetry-broken states in cle
QD’s ~TQD’s! at high magnetic fields, it is pertinent to in
quire whether the circular symmetry found for theT state of
the 2e RQD for B1,B,5 T will also be broken at highe
fields. For the clean 2e TQD, we verified that indeed an
orientationally degenerate electron molecule@with the mo-
lecular orbitals of the electrons distributed about the t
molecular centers; see Fig. 2~e!# formed at sufficiently high
B ~e.g.,B510 T). Such an electron molecule is akin40 to the
JTEM discussed above in the context of triplet state forB
50. Interestingly, such a reemergence of a JTEM struc
does not occur at these conditions for the 2e RQD studied
here, due to the enhanced gap between thep1 orbital and the
strongly trappeds orbital. This provides an additional venu
for impurity-assisted manipulation and design of the el
tronic properties of QD’s.

IV. CONNECTION TO THE EXACT SOLUTION

As mentioned earlier, forRW.1, the sS-UHF approach
applied to QD’s yieldsapproximateground-state solutions
which violate the symmetries of the original many-bo
Hamiltonian, e.g., the spontaneous breaking of rotatio
symmetry discussed in Secs. II and III for a circularly sy
metric clean QD~i.e., a TQD! or one with a central impurity
~i.e., a RQD!. At a first glance, this situation may appe
puzzling, but it is not unique in the context of many-bo
theory of finite fermionic systems. Indeed, a similar situat
was encountered in nuclear physics in the 1950s, when it
discovered that open-shell nuclei carried permanent qua
pole moments and that many of them exhibited we
developed rotational spectra~i.e., they behaved like rigid ro
tors!. The explanation for these experimental findings w
formulated in the framework of breaking of the rotation
symmetry associated with nuclear deformations of the Ja
Teller type, and it led to several celebrated models and se
empirical methods, i.e., the particle-plus-rotor model of Bo
and Mottelson,41 the modified-anisotropic-oscillator mode
of Nilsson,42 and the Strutinsky shell-correction method.43 In
the language used by us here, this means that at the m
scopic level the breaking of the rotational symmetry had
r
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be accounted44 for via space~S!-UHF methods~that is, al-
lowing the spatial-orbital solutions of the Hartree-Fock equ
tions to assume symmetries lower than those of the unde
ing many-body Hamiltonian!.

Starting with Peierls and Yoccoz45 ~see also Peierls an
Thouless46!, numerous theoretical investigationss addres
the connection of the broken-symmetry HF solution to t
exact solution, and led to the theory ofrestoration-of-
symmetryvia projection techniques.47 The central physical
ingredient of the projection technique rests with the obser
tion that a HF solution which breaks rotational symmetry
not unique, but belongs to an infinitely degenerate manif
of states with different spatial orientation. A proper line
combination of the HF determinants in such a manifo
yields multideterminental states with goodtotal angular mo-
menta that are a better approximation to the exact solut
For a comprehensive review on restoration of symmetry
the context of nuclear many-body theory, we refer the rea
to the book by Ring and Schuck mentioned in Ref. 35~see
also Ref. 48, where the principles of restoration of rotatio
symmetry are discussed in the two-dimensional case!.

The restoration of symmetry via projection techniques
the case of sS-UHF solutions describing 2D QD’s will
presented in a future publication. In this section, we found
more convenient to discuss the connection between the
UHF and the exact solutions by taking advantage of the s
plicity of solving the exact problem atB50 for two elec-
trons interacting via the Coulomb force and confined by
external parabolic confinement without impurities~a clean
QD!. Indeed, it is well known that, in this case, the exa
Schrödinger equation for two interacting electrons is sep
rable in the center-of-mass,R5(r11r2)/2 ~with a corre-
sponding massM52m* ), and relative,r5r12r2 ~with a
corresponding reduced massm5m* /2), coordinates.

To analyze the properties of the exact solutions, t
quantities25,27have customarily been extracted from the tw
body wave functionC( r̃1 , r̃2) @where the tilde denotes bot
spatial and spin variables, i.e.,r̃ i[(r i ,si)( i 51,2) ~see Ap-
pendix B!#: ~i! the usual pair-correlation function49

G~v !52p^Cud~r12r22v!uC&; ~3!

and ~ii ! the electron density

n~v !5^Cu(
i 51

2

d~v2r i !uC&. ~4!

However, for the exactC in the case of a circularly sym
metric confinement, both of these quantities also turn ou
be circularly symmetric, and thus they do not reveal the f
physical picture, the~possible! formation of an electron mol-
ecule generated by electron correlations. A more suita
quantity here is the conditional probability distributio
~CPD! P(vur25v0) for finding one electron atv given that
the second electron is atr25v0. This quantity has been ex
tensively used34 in the analysis of electron correlations
doubly excited heliumlike atoms, and is defined as

P~vur25v0![
^Cud~v2r1!d~v02r2!uC&

^Cud~v02r2!uC&
~5!
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@for details concerning the calculation of the quantities
Eqs.~3!–~5!, see Appendix B#.

In the left column of Fig. 3, we display the above thr
quantities for the exact ground state in the case of a parab
confinement with the same parameters as used throug
this paper~see Ref. 23! andB50. The pair-correlation func-
tion in Fig. 3~a! exhibits a well-developed depression atv
50, namely, the two electrons on the average keep a
from each other at a distance 2r 0522.92 nm. In Fig. 3~b!,
we plot the CPD withv05(r 0,0) ~marked by a cross!. It is
seen that the maximum probability for finding the seco
electron occurs at the diametrically opposite point2v0, in
accordance with the picture of an electron molecule p
sented earlier within the sS-UHF approach. The exact e

FIG. 3. Ground-state results for a clean 2e QD with the param-
eters given in Ref. 23 andB50; in all cases the ground state is
singlet. ~a!–~c! correspond to the exact solution.~a! The pair cor-
relation function@G(v); see Eq.~3!# plotted vsv exhibiting a well-
developed depression atv50, with a mean electron-to-electro
separation of 2r 0522.92 nm.~b! The electron conditional prob
ability distribution@CPD; see Eq.~5!# with v05(r 0, 0) ~denoted by
a cross!, showing formation of a 2e electron molecule.~c! The
electron density@ED; see Eq.~4!#, reflecting the conservation o
circular symmetry by the exact two-electron solution. The res
displayed in~d! and ~e! correspond to calculations using the s
UHF method. Spontaneous symmetry breaking leading to forma
of a 2e molecule~with a bond length of 2r 08528.16 nm) is exhib-
ited by the sS-UHF electron density shown in~d!. ~e! Such an
electron molecule is further reflected in the sS-UHF CPD withv0

5(r 08,0) ~denoted by a cross!. ~f! The CPD withv05(r 08,0) ~de-
noted by a cross! corresponding to the restricted Hartree-Fo
~RHF! ground state~i.e., the symmetry-adapted solution! exhibits,
as expected, no symmetry-breaking signature. Lengths are in
and density functions@G(v), ED’s, and CPD’s# are in units of
1024 nm22.
lic
ut

rt

d

-
c-

tron density shown in Fig. 3~c! is circularly symmetric, as
expected. Comparing Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!, the following in-
terpretation ensues naturally: the CPD in Fig. 3~b! describes
the electron molecule in itsintrinsic (body-fixed)frame of
reference, while the electron density in Fig. 3~c! describes
the electron molecule in the laboratory frame of referen
where rotational and center-of-mass displacements are su
imposed upon the intrinsic probability density.

Figure 3~d! displays the electron density for the corr
sponding sS-UHF ground state. As discussed earlier, the
UHF electron density breaks the rotational symmetry, a
clearly exhibits the morphology of an electron molecule, u
like the exact one in Fig. 3~c!. It is apparent that the sS-UHF
electron density corresponds to that in the intrinsic frame
the electron molecule. Restoration of the symmetry via p
jection techniques will bring the sS-UHF electron dens
closer to that of the exact solution. As aforementioned, t
interpretation is familiar in the context of nuclear calcul
tions, and it is further supported by the CPD calculated w
the sS-UHF ground-state@i.e., by usingCUHF in Eq. ~5!,
instead of the exact many-bodyC; see Appendix B#, and
displayed in Fig. 3~e!. Although naturally not identical, the
two CPD’s ~i.e., the exact and the UHF! are of similar na-
ture, and both illustrate graphically the correlation effect
sociated with electron localization and formation of an ele
tron molecule. We further illustrate this point by contrasti
the exact and sS-UHF CPD’s with the CPD of the symmet
adapted RHF ground state, shown in Fig. 3~f!. In this latter
case, CRHF5cRHF(r1)cRHF(r2)x(s1 ,s2 ;S50), with
cRHF(v) being the 1s orbital of the RHF approximation; as
result, the probability of finding one electron atv is indepen-
dent of the position of the second electron, and it is cente
about the origin where it achieves its maximum value,
expected from an independent-particle description, i.e.,

P RHF~vur25v0!5ucRHF~v!u2. ~6!

Finally it is of interest to examine the energetic aspects
the symmetry breaking. Indeed the energy of the grou
state is Egs

RHF522.77 meV for the RHF solution,Egs
UHF

521.45 meV for the sS-UHF andEgs
ex519.80 meV for the

exact one. Since the correlation energy is the difference
tween the RHF solution and the exact energies,50 one finds
«gs

corr5Egs
RHF2Egs

ex52.97 meV. Thus the symmetry breakin
associated with the sS-UHF solution is able to capt
(Egs

RHF2Egs
UHF)/«gs

corr544% of the correlation energy; the re
maining amount can be captured through improvements
projection techniques.51

V. SUMMARY

The dominance of interelectron interactions and corre
tions in quantum dots~often referred to as ‘‘artificial at-
oms’’! results in a spontaneous symmetry breaking of
self-consistent mean field, beyond the central-field picture
which the modern understanding of atomic structure
been founded. Indeed, as shown in this paper through s
and-space unrestricted Hartree-Fock16,30 many-body calcula-
tions, for the singlet ground state of a 2e QD, such symmetry
breaking and the resulting formation of Wigner molecules
occur for a wide range of system parameters~with or without
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impurities! even in the most elementary case of two-elect
QD’s. Additionally, in the case of fully polarized dots~e.g.,
the triplet state of a 2e QD!, the sS-UHF calculations show
that similar electron molecules form due to symmetry bre
ing associated with Jahn-Teller-type distortions.

In spite of the simplicity of the Hamiltonian, correlation
in two-electron QD’s underlie a remarkably rich and co
plex physical behavior. As a result, 2e QD’s can serve as
paradigms for a unification of concepts pertaining to spon
neous SB in various finite-fermion aggregates, including
clei, excited atoms, and clusters.

Furthermore, impurity and/or magnetic-field effects allo
for controlled manipulation of the formation and pinning
the discrete orientations of the electron molecules ine
QD’s. Such an ability may be employed in future applic
tions of QD’s as nanoscale logic cells and information st
age elements. Impurity effects were also illustrated for
case of a quantum dot with more than two electrons.

Confirmation of the formation in 2e QD’s of electron
molecules associated with symmetry breaking of the s
consistent field~in the context of sS-UHF calculations! was
obtained through an analysis of the exact ground state via
conditional-probability-distribution technique.
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APPENDIX A: QD’S WITH MORE THAN TWO
ELECTRONS

In the main body of this paper we limited ourselves to t
case of 2e QD’s, since focusing on this elementary ca
allowed us to better elucidate the intricate physical princip
involved in the formation and impurity control of electro
molecules in QD’s, from both the perspective of the sS-U
treatment and the exact solution. In this appendix, we w
present an example of the many different structural possi
ties that can arise when impurities are introduced in a
with a larger number of electrons. In particular, we consi
a QD with eight electrons in the presence of a hydrogenic
(d50) impurity of variable nominal chargeQ5qe placed at
the center~and in one case offcenter! of the QD~for the other
input parameters, we use same values as used througho
text; see Ref. 23!. Since this appendix does not intend
present an exhaustive study of larger dots, but simply aim
presenting an illustrative example, we will consider only o
spin configuration, i.e., the sS-UHF solutions having fo
spin-up and four spin-down electrons. However,q will be
allowed to take both positive~repulsive! and negative~at-
tractive! values.

Figure 4~a! displays the sS-UHF electron density for
repulsive central impurity@located at ~0,0,0!# with Q5
11e. It is seen that a Wigner molecule consisting of a sin
ring with eight electrons@denoted as a~0,8! ring# is formed
in this case. For a slightly attractive central impurity wi
Q520.2e, however, a structural change takes place: o
electron moves to the center of the dot@see Fig. 4~b!#. Notice
that this~1,7! structure agrees with the arrangement found
studies of classical point-charges in a purely (Q50) har-
n
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-
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monic confinement.20 Increasing the attractive nomina
charge toQ520.5e @see Fig. 4~c!# results in a further struc-
tural change: the central impurity is now able to trap tw
electrons, thus leading to a~2,6! arrangement. A further in-
crease of the attractive charge of the impurity to the va
Q521e does not produce any qualitative change in t
~2,6! arrangement, as long as the impurity remains at
center of the dot. By moving the impurity to an off-cent
position, however, various structural morphologies can ar
an example of which is presented in Fig. 4~d! for a Q5
21e impurity located at~20,0,0! nm, forming a highly dis-
torted ~2,6! WM ~here the first index denotes that two ele
trons are trapped by the impurity!. A further increase in the
attractive chargeQ leads to sequential trapping of the r
maining six electrons, and to progressive elimination of sy
metry breaking, until all eight electrons have been captu
by the impurity~also see Sec. III!.

APPENDIX B: TWO-ELECTRON WAVE FUNCTIONS
AND DEFINITIONS „3…-„5…

1. Exact solution for two electrons

In the case of two interacting electrons confined by
parabolic potential~a clean QD!, one can perform a chang

FIG. 4. Electron densities obtained via sS-UHF calculations o
QD containing eight electrons atB50 in the presence of a centra
@located at~0,0,0! in ~a!–~c!# and an off-centerd@located at~20,0,0!
nm in ~d!# hydrogenic impurity. The parameters characterizing
QD shown here are those given in Ref. 23 and the chargeQ of the
impurity is as marked on the figure. All the cases correspond to z
total spin, i.e., 4e, with spin-up and 4e with spin down. For each of
the cases, we observe formation of a Wigner molecule, with
structure dependent on the polarity~sign!, magnitude, and location
of the impuriry.~a! A repulsive central impurity (Q511e), result-
ing in an 8e WM with a ring structure and an empty-electron ce
tral region, denoted as~0,8!. ~b! Slightly attractive central impurity
(Q520.2e) leading to formation of an~1,7! two-ring WM. ~c! A
stronger attractive central impurity (Q520.5e) associated with a
~2,6! WM. ~d! An off-center attractive impurity (Q521e), result-
ing in a distorted 6e WM with two electrons trapped by the impu
rity. Lengths in nm and electron densities in units of 1023 nm22.
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of variables to center-of-mass~CM!, R5(r11r2)/2 and P
5p11p2, and relative-motion~rm!, r5r12r2 and p5(p1
2p2)/2, coordinates. Then the two-electron Hamiltoni
separates into CM and rm contributions:

H5HCM1Hrm , ~B1!

with

HCM5
P2

2M 1
1

2
Mv0

2R2 ~B2!

and

Hrm5
p2

2m
1

1

2
mv0

2r 21
e2

kr
, ~B3!

whereM52m* ,R5uRu,m5m* /2, andr 5ur u.
The center-of-mass motion associated with the coordin

R obeys a Schro¨dinger equation describing the motion of
particle of massM52m* in a 2D isotropic harmonic poten
tial of frequencyv0. Herev0 is the frequency of the origina
parabolic confinement, i.e., the interelectron repulsion has
bearing on the center-of-mass motion.

Using dimensionless polar coordinatesU5R/( l 0A2) and
Q, the center-of-mass wave function can be written
J(U)eiM Q, with the radial part given by

J~U !5CNMU uM ue2U2/2L 0
2
LN

uM u~U2/L 0
2!, ~B4!

where (N,M ) are the radial and azimuthal~related to the
angular momentum! quantum numbers, respectively,L0
51/2, the normalization constantCNM5@2N!4 uM u11/(N
1uM u)! #1/2, andLN

uM u(x) are associated Laguerre polynom
als.

Since in the exact problem the Coulomb interaction p
serves the rotational symmetry, the radial part of the w
function V(u)eimu/Au associated with the relative motio
obeys the following one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation
@in dimensionless polar coordinatesu5r /( l 0A2) andu#:

]2V

]u2
1H 2m211/4

u2
2u22

RWA2

u
1

«

\v0/2J V50.

~B5!

The 1/u term results from the interelectron repulsion.
Defining ũi[(ui ,si) ~wheresi is the spin of thei th elec-

tron andi 51 and 2!, the exact many-body~here two-body!
wave function is given by

C~ ũ1 ,ũ2!5F~u1 ,u2!x~s1 ,s2!

5
1

2p

V~u!

Au
eimuJ~U !eiM Qx~s1 ,s2!,

~B6!

whereui5r i /( l 0A2), andx(s1 ,s2) is the spin part. The ex
act eigenvalues are given by

ENM,nm5\v0~2N1uM u11!1«~n,umu! , ~B7!
te

o

s

-
e

where«(n,umu) are the eigenvalues associated with the re
tive motion @see Eq.~B5!#, (n,m) being the corresponding
radial and azimuthal quantum numbers.

2. Pair correlation, electron density, and conditional
probability distribution for the exact and sS-UHF two-electron

wave functions

The bracket notation in Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~5! imply inte-
grations over both the spatial and spin variables. In the c
of the exact wave functionC given by Eq.~B6!, the spin
variables separate out, and thusG(v), n(v), and the CPD
can be expressed as double integrals over the posit
(r1 ,r2) of the two-body spatial probability densit
W(r1 ,r2)5uF(r1 ,r2)u2, whereF is the spatial part ofC. In
particular, one finds

G~v !52pE E d~r12r22v!W~r1 ,r2!dr1dr2 ~B8!

for the pair-correlation function,

n~v !5E E (
i 51

2

d~v2r i !W~r1 ,r2!dr1dr2 ~B9!

for the electron density, and

P~vur25v0!5
W~v,r25v0!

E dr1W~r1 ,r25v0!

~B10!

for the conditional probability distribution.
In the case of the sS-UHF singlet ground state, the t

electrons occupy two different spatial orbitalsc1(r ) and
c2(r ). Then the corresponding two-body wave function
the single determinant

CUHF~r1 ,r2!5
1

A2
@c1~r1!a~1!c2~r2!b~2!

2c1~r2!a~2!c2~r1!b~1!#, ~B11!

wherea andb denote the spin-up and down spinors, resp
tively. Integration ofuCUHFu2 over the spin variables yield
the following two-body spatial probability density:

WUHF~r1 ,r2!5
1

2
@ uc1~r1!u2uc2~r2!u21uc1~r2!u2uc2~r1!u2#.

~B12!

To calculate the conditional probability distribution in th
case of the sS-UHF ground state, one replacesW by WUHF in
Eq. ~B10!.
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35The orientational degeneracy of the sS-UHF solutions describ
an electron molecule in a cirularly symmetric QD is a residue
the rotational invariance of the exact Hamiltonian, and natur
it suggests the possible emergence of a rovibrational spec
associated with the excitations of the electron molecule.
pending on the value of the parameterRW , the electron mol-
ecule may exhibit different degrees of ‘‘rigidity,’’ with electro
molecules of high rigidity~forming for large RW) exhibiting
well-developed rovibrational bands; for the value ofRW52.39
used by us here, the electron molecule is rather ‘‘floppy’’@C.
Yannouleas and U. Landman, cond-mat/0003245#. Such rovi-
brational spectra can be described by several theoretical
proaches, for example~i! at a more phenomenological level, b
a quantization of the collective classical motions associated w
the molecule, such as rotations, and bending and stretching
brations@see Kellman and Herrick in Ref. 6 and Maksym in Re
13#; and~ii ! at a microscopic level, by projecting the symmetr
broken HF determinant onto multideterminental wave functio
with good angular momenta, thus restoring the symmetry of
exact Hamiltonian@P. Ring and P. Schuck,The Nuclear Many-
Body Problem~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1980!, Chap. 11;
P.-O. Löwdin, in Quantum Theory of Atoms, Molecules, and t
Solid State, edited by P.-O. Lo¨wdin ~Academic Press, New
York, 1966!, pp. 601–623. Furthermore, starting from an ex
solution for the electrons in the QD, rovibrational characterist
can be obtained from the many-body eigenvalue spectra ev
ated for different total angular momenta and spins in conju
tion with an analysis of the conditional-probability densities~C.
Yannouleas and U. Landman, cond-mat/0003245!. We note that
the discrete rovibrational collective spectra associated w
symmetry-breaking in a QD may be viewed as finite analogs
the Goldstone modes accompanying symmetry breaking tra
tions in extended media~see Ref. 17!.

36H.A. Jahn and E. Teller, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A161, 220
~1937!.

37Recall that for an electron moving in a 2D circularly symmet
potential the wave functions are given~in polar coordinates! by
Cnr ,m(r ,u)5R(r ;nr ,umu)exp(imu) with corresponding energie
E(nr ,umu), wherenr is the number of radial nodes andm is the
angular momentum quantum number, withm50,61,62, . . . .
In the JT framework, the second electron of the~open-shell!
triplet state of the 2e QD occupies an orbital formed as a line
combination of thenr50, m561 states~denoted byp1 and
p2), i.e., px}p11p2 or py}p12p2 , with the one of lower
energy being selected through the self-consistent distortion
the central mean field. As a consequence, the orbitals of b
electrons in the 2e QD exhibit noncircular symmetry. The en
ergy gain due to the JT distortion depends on the strength o
confinement potential, and it increases for weaker confineme
In natural atoms, the spontaneous JT effect is fairly small
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perturbative methods are usually adequate; see Chap. III.
The Quantum Mechanics of Many-Body System~Ref. 18!.

38This cancellation of crystallization due to a strong-attractiv
impurity effect is illustrated in Fig. 4~d!, where the attractive
impurity is able to capture two of the eight electrons in the d
The two captured electrons form a singlet subunit and their
bitals are clearly circularly symmetric~see Appendix A!.

39The effective confinement frequencyVeff5(v0
21vc

2/4)1/2 in the
Darwin-Fock model of a 2D harmonically confined electron
the presence of a magnetic fieldB ~wherev0 is the frequency of
the harmonic potential, andvc5eB/m* c is the cyclotron fre-
quency! increases as a function of the magnetic field; as a res
the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons increases.
magnetic field, the energy of a harmonically confined electron
given in the Darwin-Fock model byEnr ,m5(2nr1umu
11)\Ve f f2m\vc/2.

40Such JT-type electron molecules have been called Wigner m
ecules in previous publications treating fully polarized QD
~Refs. 13 and 14!. However, this naming is not appropriate sin
their formation is not driven by the dominance of the interele
tron repulsion~over the zero-point kinetic energy!, which for
large magnetic fields can be treated pertubatively~Refs. 24 and
26!.

41Å. Bohr and B.R. Mottelson, Mat. Fys. Medd. Dan. Videns
Selsk.27, 16 ~1953!.

42S.G. Nilsson, Mat. Fys. Medd. K. Dan. Vidensk. Selsk.29, 16
~1955!.

43V.M. Strutinsky, Nucl. Phys. A95, 420 ~1967!.
44For an early review of the application of Hartree-Fock methods

the description of open-shell, deformed nuclei, see G. Rip
Adv. Nucl. Phys.1, 183 ~1968!.

45R.E. Peierls and J. Yoccoz, Proc. Phys. Soc., London, Sect. A70,
381 ~1957!.

46R.E. Peierls and D.J. Thouless, Nucl. Phys.38, 154 ~1962!.
47The concept of restoration of symmetry is not restricted to spa

symmetry, but includes also restoration of spin symmetry@see
the paper by Lo¨wdin in Quantum Theory of Atoms, Molecule
and the Solid State~Ref. 35!#.

48G.E. Brown, Unified Theory of Models and Forces~North-
Holland, Amsterdam, 1967!, p. 64.

49For the purely parabolic confinement considered here, it turns
that the pair-correlation function reduces~Ref. 27! to the modu-
lus square of the radial part of the wave function~see Appendix
B! describing the relative motion, i.e.,G(v)5V2(v)/v.

50See p. 620 of the paper by Lo¨wdin mentioned inQuantum Theory
of Atoms, Molecules, and the Solid State~Ref. 35! ~in this paper
the RHF solution is referred to asconventional Hartree-Fock
scheme!; this definition was also followed in Ref. 25, where
RHF solution was contrasted to the exact ground-state solu
for two interacting electrons.

51C. Yannouleas and U. Landman~unpublished!.


